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RICHARD TAILOR: I EMIGRATE FROM
EARTH, WITHOUT REALISING
Written by Andrea Papone

My mouth hung open, but I didn’t say anything. “So he is ignorant,” said the girl. “Ehm,” I cleared my voice, “ So
what do I have to do in this story?” I asked innocently. “Bah, I am asking that myself” The North Sails t-shirt man
grumbled. “One more word Elric Fortam, and you’ll be left in Respoliang, food to the dragons!” The raspy voice
returned with a shudder. “As you wish, master.” In my head, millions of possibilities arose for who Elric’s owner may
be. A fearful warrior? A wizard? Or even worse, a dragon? If these things all existed, which they do according to this
group of madmen and madwomen. The girl exclaimed, “The sun is rising, open the doors!” Finally! They started
moving from the room towards the door leading to I-don’t-know-what-freaky-place. I followed behind them. I
walked through a corridor that seemed to go on for forever, at the end we found two massive iron doors. They had a
golden border and probably cost thousands of euros. Then, Elric Fortam went in front of the group, and with a grunt
of pain opened the doors when I looked up I saw…
Oh, crud.
There was an enormous city, with a palace made of gold, silver, iron, and bronze. Some houses had a dome-shaped
roofs. The strange thing was, instead of a road there was only *drumroll* purple grass! Exactly dear reader, the grass
was purple for reasons I would later understand. I was tempted to start running and yell for help, but I restrained
myself. I took the fact that I wasn’t dead (yet) as a good sign. I walked side by side with Etrang, since he was the only
one who most probably wouldn’t kill me. While I was lost in my (very intelligent) thoughts, our little group reached a
giant building made of gold (obviously) and iron. Enic Fortal, or whatever his name was, stood in front of the doors,
moveless, with a face that didn’t communicate fear per se, but rather worry. “Open the doors, you fool!” The man
with the raspy voice spoke. From now on I’m going to call him Raspy. Strangely, he didn’t prise them apart like the
other or try to push or pull on them. He simply touched them and they opened. I asked the person behind me how in
the word that door was secured. He chuckled and answered me “Richard, that door is the most secure place in the
whole city, it only opens to the ones with a pure heart when they voluntarily touch it. The only way for someone evil
to enter is by using the treasurer’s key. It’s in a snow cave, in the lands of the snow dragons, guarded by a monster. If
someone finds it we will all be doomed. But don’t worry there’s no chance of that happening.” Was the key the
object Etrang was talking about? I would have asked him, but before I could say a word he had already entered the
palace.
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THE COLOSSUS OF NERO
Written by Andrea Papone

One of the most known acts of the Roman Emperor was to build a statue of himself that was 30 to 35 meters high, almost
as big as the Statue of Liberty. It was named Colossus because of its size. This statue has a strange history and has been
modified many times, sadly there are no existing parts left at the moment.
When it was built, it stood at the entrance of Nero’s giant golden palace. When part of the palace was destroyed, the
statue became closer to the Colosseum, which had been built on the ruins. Many experts say that the Colosseum’s name
came from its closeness to the Colossus.
After Emperor Nero died, the new Emperor built a giant crown on top of the sculpture, so that instead of resembling
Emperor Nero, it resembled the sun god Apollo. When this emperor died, the next Emperor moved the statue to the North
Wing of the Colosseum, making space for more temples. One hundred years later, Emperor Commodus did one of the
strangest things in history. He made the statue's body look like the great hero Hercules, but put his own head on top of it!
The Colossus is said to have been destroyed by vandals or by a series of earthquakes that had happened during the 5th
century. The only ruins left were moved by Italian Fascist leader, Benito Mussolini. The only thing remaining is an
inscription where it stood, but you can also see the fundamentals that Mussolini moved.
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THE GARDENERS
Written by Penolepe and Catalina

This project started at the beginning of the year. Our teacher put me (Penelope) and Catalina in charge of it. We
thought: what can we change about the school? We thought of creating a garden.
For this we asked Serge for help. We also went to Mr.Monk, who loved our idea as well as Mrs. Ryder. They told us
to explain why we wanted to do a garden. We want this garden because we want something fresh with nice
flowers, fruits and vegetables for the school. With this we became The Gardeners.
We went on google and searched “how to create a small garden”. We also researched the cost of the seeds.
Mr.Monk gave us a location down by the lunchroom. We are also doing a fundraiser: classes need to bring in
money, the three classes who bring the most will earn prizes (We ended up earning 591.65 Euros!)
Every two or three weeks we will do two types of meetings. One of the meetings is called “Meet”, this meeting is
for the people who want to join The Gardeners it will focus on how we can build a garden. The second meeting
(the important one) focuses on how we can improve the garden.
Come join us if you wish!
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BOOK
RECOMMENDATIONS:

THE SMARTEST KID IN THE UNIVERSE, CHRIS
GRABENSTEIN
Chris Grabenstein just might be the smartest writer for
kids in the universe. --James Patterson What if you
could learn everything just by eating jellybeans?!

STORY BOAT, KYO MACLEAR
When a little girl and her younger brother are forced
along with their family to flee the home they've always
known, they must learn to make a new home for
themselves -- wherever they are. And sometimes the
smallest things -- a cup, a blanket, a lamp, a flower, a
story -- can become a port of hope in a terrible storm.
As the refugees travel onward toward an uncertain
future, they are buoyed up by their hopes, dreams and
the stories they tell -- a story that will carry them
perpetually forward.
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MOVIE
RECOMMENDATIONS:

SOUL
A jazz musician, stuck in a mediocre job, finally
gets his big break. However, when a wrong step
takes him to the Great Before, he tries to help an
infant soul in order to return to reality.

KUNG FU PANDA 3
The Dragon Warrior, Po, has to deal with
challenges galore when circumstances compel him
to train a bunch of awkward pandas in martial arts
so that they can trounce Kai, a wicked supernatural
warrior.
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